
Editorial

In Germany in the 1970s a term started to make its career which today seems 
to be an indispensable element of both public commemoration and the science 
of history: the contemporary witness. As Martin Sabrow has it, the contempo-
rary witness is an “intermediary between the worlds of past and present”. For 
Aleida Assmann he/she is “as an intermediary and important bridge between 
history as a personal experience and as a sheer subject matter”.1 Almost since the 
beginning of analysing and writing down history, the witness has been existing 
as an intermediary and guarantor of truth. Also criticism of the contemporary 
witness is older than the 20th century.2 However, in our days the contemporary 
witness seems to have become an omnipresent, indeed scientifically integrated 
actor. Contemporary witnesses appear in classrooms or at memorial sites and 
museums, to tell about the past or even to learn lessons from history. Not seldom 
their accounts and biographies influence, complete or avouch even historical- 
scientific accounts and studies. 

Agencies for contemporary witnesses broker – sometimes commercially – per-
sonal experiences as well as subjective interpretations of history between those 
demanding such histories – educational institutions, editorial offices, private ini-
tiatives – and those wanting to tell their stories. A scientific analysis of such offers 
between politics of memory and the marketing of history, which is astonishingly 
still lacking, might teach us a lot about the mechanisms of public history, modern 
commemoration culture and the trading in offers of historical interpretations. 
After for a long time the term and didactic concept of the contemporary wit-
ness was exclusively used in the context of the victims of NS persecution and in 
particular of the survivors of the Holocaust, meanwhile being a contemporary 
witness has since long grown beyond these boundaries: World War II, the history 
of the GDR,3 the Peaceful Revolution, even micro- or everyday-history beyond 
political turnarounds and breaks – all of them have, claim and bear their own 
contemporary witnesses. 

For good reasons there are also critical reservations and voices when it comes 
to contemporary witnesses and their subjective memories. Memory is a fragile 
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thing, it changes, it is unreliable and requires correction. The “explanation hori-
zon” of the “contemporary historian” is contrasted by the “experience horizon” 
of the contemporary witness, Hans Günter Hockerts stated in 2001.4 However, 
the old, often artificial confrontation of contemporary witnesses on the one hand 
and professional academic historians on the other seems to have been overcome 
in recent times. At least there is less uneasiness.5 Only a few people still consider 
the contemporary witness a competitor for interpretation, the “natural enemy” 
of the science. 

Without the contemporary witness, certainly the commemoration culture of 
our times would be poorer, less pluralised and less accessible for the interested 
audience of laypeople who are all too often neglected by the sciences in Germa-
ny: the witness, say Sibylle Schmidt and Ramon Voges, “does not only inform, 
teach, confirm or refute, but due to the knowledge provided by his/her evidence 
he/she is at the same time also a foundation of community. In this context, the 
contemporary witness as an indirect way of communicating knowledge and of 
being informed is always included in a network of trust and scepticism, percep-
tion and presentation, simple information and social effectiveness.”6 Since long 
individual evidence, narrations and memories are no longer sweepingly rejected 
by the science of history as being subjective and thus unreliable, although em-
bedding them, putting them into question and contextualising them must always 
be a crucial task. 

Rather, today contemporary witnesses themselves are a fruitful subject of 
scientific studies. Silke Satjukow pointed out to the significance and exploita-
tion of so called “blood witnesses” – the Communist resistance fighters in the 
NS camps – for the GDR, but she also mutually related them to the public as 
sometimes stubborn actors.7 And Sibylle Steinbacher demonstrated that the 
long-standing antagonism between contemporary witnesses on the one hand and 
historians on the other was partly a result of delusions of the trade: after all, the 
first generation of contemporary historians in the Federal Republic of Germany 
– Hans Rothfels, Theodor Eschenburg, Arnold Brecht and others – were con-
temporary witnesses of National Socialism who combined their own historical 
experiences and biographies to form a scientific programme. Not at last at the 
Institute of Contemporary History, founded in 1949, an enormous number of in-
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terviews had been conducted – most of all with perpetrators and members of the 
armed forces, less with victims and those persecuted – long before oral history 
in the Federal Republic of the 1960s and 1970s almost perfected oral testimony 
as a method, thus at the same time gradually overcoming the resistance against 
working with contemporary witnesses.8

To use a purposeful exaggeration: could it thus be that contemporary history 
is nothing else than a version of the stories of contemporary witnesses, although 
a professionally made one? No, certainly there is no reason to go that far; this 
would bereave historiography of its claim to coming close to objectivity and, after 
all, to being scientific at all. Contemporary history is guided by scientific stand-
ards, and always it goes beyond the individual, even if individuals are in the fo-
cus or witnesses act as guarantors for what is said. However, being sensitive for 
how much intertwined – and not easily untangled – contemporary history and 
contemporary witnesses are indispensable for the self-reflection of the discipline. 
For example, Arno Klönne, born in Bochum in 1931 and having grown up in 
Paderborn, where later he was teaching, had developed his lifelong scientific topic 
from his own biography: youth and youth opposition in the “Third Reich”. At the 
same time and in a variety of ways he told about his experiences as an informed 
contemporary witness until his death in 2015; doing so, he always combined a 
thorough study of sources with theses which were sometimes based on his own 
experiences and memories.9 The panel debate printed here and organised for 
the public in Leipzig in November, 2015, as a cooperation of the Hannah Arendt 
Institute for Totalitarianism Studies at the TU Dresden and the Chair of Historical 
Didactics of the University of Leipzig, presented by Barbara Stambolis, must be 
read also against this background. Three renowned scientists – Peter Maser, Kon-
rad Jarausch and Jürgen Reulecke – discussed their childhood experiences during 
World War II and at the same time how personal experiences have influenced not 
only their further biographies but also their understanding of history and science.

Currently the contemporary witness is undergoing change. As those contem-
porary witnesses as telling about the disruptions and abysses of the first half of 
the 20th century are getting fewer and fewer, there are attempts to preserve and 
archive their evidence, to make it accessible and to carry it on. “The imagination 
of an immediate encounter with the past can be guaranteed by the contemporary 
witness only as long as he/she is him/herself a part of the presence”, Martin 
Sabrow stated: “That is why usually deceased contemporary witnesses soon lose 
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their public value.”10 Well, certainly this is not absolutely true. Elke Gryglewski in 
her contribution makes similar statements on the “value” of contemporary wit-
nesses, however in an emphatic way. Also she is of the opinion that nothing could 
replace the experience of a personal encounter with those persecuted by Nation-
al Socialism. But she discusses alternative methods. Against the background of 
fulfilling the task of NS memorials and of not only telling the history of the years 
1933–1945 but also about its consequences, she points out to interviews and 
conversations with members of the Second Generation. They tell about what 
it was like to grow up with parents who had experienced terrible suffering and 
what could be the psychic consequences for children. These narrations – says 
Elke Gryglewski – close the gap between the end of the war and the presence; 
the consequences of history and their relevance for our time are made present. 

There are further efforts to work against the loss of the immediate. Primarily 
those museums and memorials as focusing on the Holocaust or the two dictator-
ships in Germany drive on innovations to keep the contemporary witnesses, their 
moral message and their exhortations alive beyond death: interviews are digital-
ised and reprocessed. Verena Lucia Nägel in her contribution gives an overview, 
among others, of essential collections and presents several methodical approach-
es and positions on the issue of publishing these sensitive sources.

Furthermore, transcripts of interviews are made accessible both to scientists 
and the public. In their contribution Annika Binsch and Markus Roth illustrate, 
by the example of a system of building components, how these transcripts can 
be handled in a way which is similar to personal interviews with Holocaust sur-
vivors. Furthermore, the authors point out to the fact that there already exist 
“textual witnesses” in the form of individuals and initiatives from the time of the 
Holocaust – a result of feeling and knowing that perhaps one would not survive 
and would thus not be able to tell personally. Among this there counts, among 
others, the famous “Ringelblum Archive”, the underground archive of the War-
saw Ghetto. 

Apart from the transcription of interviews, new and sometimes perhaps sin-
ister-looking techniques are developed and applied to preserve the evidence of 
contemporary witnesses for everyday life at the museum. As it is well known, 
videos of contemporary witnesses telling their stories have since long been a part 
of the inventory of media and museums; as Steffi de Jong stated, as “museum 
objects” they have developed into bearers of our cultural memory”.11

However, the video of the contemporary witness may soon itself be a part of 
media history. Thus the hologram, the most recent development, which is sup-
posed to even give the illusion of interacting with the deceased, is the subject 
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of several pages of this number, presenting different results and evaluations. 
Christina Isabel Brüning in her contribution discusses if and in how far the 
holograms already used in Great Britain and the USA might be suitable, in par-
ticular when it comes to political expectations. Likewise, in the future virtual 
tours will allow for visitors to fictitiously take the position of a contemporary 
witness – the gas chamber of Auschwitz or the cell of a Stasi prison, now seem-
ingly experienced and giving testimony from one’s own imagined experience.12 
Sometimes also these approaches might be the reason for justified criticism by 
the science and didactics of history.13 

History must not and should not reveal itself as a subjective, individual narra-
tion or even as an emotionally overwhelming experience. The contemporary wit-
ness as a character and communicator, evidence as a personal approach at his-
tory, both should be used in a scientifically honest way and while taking critical 
distance, in order of not losing the objective of historical insight – free of pathos 
and sensation – out of sight. “Perhaps the ‘real’ and ‘authentic’ the contemporary 
witness is supposed to guarantee only develops from technological reproduction 
and – like memory – is not simply there”, this is how Constantin Goschler point-
ed out to the close connection of the contemporary witnesses’ memory-political 
message and its technological-medial reprocessing.14 In so far, not only dealing 
with the contemporary witness him/herself is undergoing change but indeed also 
the preserved evidence which, each according to the needs of the time, is newly 
read or reconsidered, processed and reprocessed. Rightly so, the authors of this 
number warn against arbitrarily reinterpreting a piece of evidence. 

The contributions of this number have their own ways of pursuing the mean-
ing of the contemporary witness and the way he/she is dealt with in the presence 
or the future. It is ruled out that contemporary witnesses as intermediaries be-
tween presence and past will disappear again or lose their significance – they 
have become too important, maybe even indispensable not only for the public 
commemoration culture but also for the humanities.

André Postert/Francesca Weil
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